From the Communication menu, on the left, click Discussion Boards.
Choose a discussion board to enter.

- **Course Community Center**
  - This is a place for students to post questions, share ideas, and engage in discussions outside of class. Play, encouragements, praise, etc. can be posted here.
  - Please start the course by posting to the "5 Nouns" threads.

**Course Questions**

Please post all questions about the course in general here. If it relates to a specific Module please include the Module number and some clarifying text in the subject line of the thread you create. (e.g. Question Mod. 1 -- Hanowski reading).

**Module 1 -- Best Practice**

Post your answers under (in reply to) the appropriate discussion threads. Please keep your responses to a thread in one thread. Only create a new thread if you absolutely must change topics, but label the thread clearly as necessary to avoid the new topic. Your name will show up next to your post automatically.

Also, if you have a question about the discussion board assignment, post it in that forum by starting a thread with the word Question (e.g. Question -- When is it posting due?). Support one another if you know the answers. This technology is all about learning community. Feel free to follow-up with email to me if you don't receive a clear answer as needed.

Click the name of a current discussion to open it and create a reply.

**5 Nouns Personal Introduction**

Here you can see the author and their message.

*Author: Merel, Carl H <merel@liberty.edw>*

Subject: 5 Nouns Personal Introduction

Please choose five nouns that best describe you and write a short paragraph about each noun. Be sure to respond to at least one other classmates posting.

To reply click the Reply button.
Type your message, attach documents, and submit your reply.

After submitting your message you would be able to expand the top thread and view your message.